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Abstract
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a very well known and popular Volunteered Geographic In-
formation (VGI) project on the Internet. In January 2013 OSM gained it's one millionth
registered member. Several studies have shown that only a small percentage of these reg-
istered members carry out the large majority of the mapping and map editing work. In
this paper we discuss results from a social-network based analysis of seven major cities in
OSM in an eort to understand if there is quantitative evidence of interaction and collabo-
ration between OSM members in these areas. Are OSM contributors working on their own
to build OSM databases in these cities or is there evidence of collaboration between OSM
contributors. We nd that in many cases high frequent contributors (\senior mappers")
perform very large amounts of mapping work on their own but do interact (edit/update)
contributions from lower frequency contributors.
1 Introduction
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is currently one of the most popular Volunteered Geographic Information
(VGI) projects on the Internet. VGI, the term coined by Goodchild [16, 17], is the collection of
spatial data captured by \citizen sensors" where this data is then edited and managed within a
collaborative web environment. OSM has global coverage, is multilingual, is constantly changing
and updating, and contains spatial data and attribution representing almost every conceivable
geographical feature [26]. It is edited in a collaborative web environment using several dierent
types of web-based and desktop editor software tools. The successful progress of OSM since
it's emergence in 2004 is very often attributed to it's status as a \crowdsourced" VGI project.
Dodge and Kitchin [11] dene crowdsourcing as the \collective generation of media, ideas, and
data undertaken voluntarily by many people. The crowd metaphor signies the power that
can emerge from a mass of individuals converging to tackle a set of tasks". This \crowd" in
OSM has grown signicantly in recent years and in January 2013 the OSM project gained it's
one millionth member [32]. Recently research works such as: Haklay et al. [19], Mooney and
Corcoran [26], Neis and Zipf [30], and Budhathoki and Haythornthwaite [5] have shown that
the idea that there is a large crowd of contributors working together to gather geographic data
and build the OSM database is inaccurate. These authors have shown that it is actually a
small percentage (in most cases not more than 10%) of these OSM members who produce and
maintain the vast majority of the geographic data and associated metadata in the global OSM
database. This is not a trivial task. The volume of data currently in OSM is signicant. In
February 2013 (from OpenStreetMap [31]) there were over three billion GPS track points and
approximately 170 million ways (polygons or polylines).
In this paper we use seven major cities for a case-study: London, Berlin, Munich, Prague,
Minneapolis, Paris, and Sydney. We extracted the entire editing and contribution history for
these seven locations from the OpenStreetMap History database [28]. We generate statistics
and supporting information to give an overview of the OSM database in each location. We
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then extract the contribution histories of the most frequent contributors to OSM in each city
respectively. These contribution histories are then used to build a co-edit network model using
a graph theoretic approach from the editing behaviour of OSM contributors. Our paper aims
to answer the following research questions. From previous work we know that a very small
percentage of OSM contributors perform the majority of the data gathering and editing work.
We shall verify this for our case-study cities and then apply social network analysis techniques to
measure and quantify the linkages between these high frequency contributors and the remainder
of the OSM community in a given city. We will also give an interpretation, from our OSM
experience, as to what our results from this social network analysis means and what additional
insight it provides us with about the OSM community using a quantitative only approach.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we discuss the most relevant
literature in the areas of OSM, VGI, and the contributors to VGI projects. We pay particular
attention to research work investigating high frequency contributors to VGI and collaborative
projects in section 2.2. In section 3 we discuss the experimental setup for our analysis and provide
an overview of the OSM characteristics of the case study cities. This includes a discussion of
the growth of the OSM databases in these cities and some descriptive statistics about the
OSM contributors in these cities. Section 4 describes the development of a social network
model for OSM contributors and their contributions in the case study cities. In particular
section 4.1 introduces the concept of co-editing which forms the basis of our co-edit network
graph model. Section 5 then provides analysis of some key social network measures which
help us to quantitatively understand the properies of our co-edit network graph model of OSM
contributions. Finally, in section 6 we close the paper with a discussion of the key results and
research contributions of this paper. We also provide some ideas for immediate and longer term
future work.
2 Related Research Work
In this section we shall describe some of the most closely related existing research. We will not
be discussing the OpenStreetMap data model in detail. For a more detailed overview of the
OpenStreetMap data model, tools for contribution, etc. the reader is directed to papers with
excellent overviews including: Neis et al. [28], Neis and Zipf [30]. There is a steadily growing
body of peer-reviewed research literature appearing which performs analysis of various aspects
of OpenStreetMap or uses OpenStreetMap as a source of case-study data. In our literature
review here we concentrate on research work which analyses the behaviour of the contributors
to OpenStreetMap.
2.1 The growth of OpenStreetMap
OpenStreeMap has been successful in the reasonably short space of time since it's emergence in
2004. What has motivated it's contributors to work hard at collecting and managing geospatial
data to support and develop OpenStreetMap? In the work of Budhathoki and Haythornthwaite
[5], and the same author's earlier work in Budhathoki et al. [4], empirical studies of the mo-
tivations to contribute to OSM are performed. The potential motivation factors identied in
Budhathoki et al. [4] include both intrinsic (self expression, altruism, learning, etc.) and extrin-
sic (social relations, community, networking, etc) factors. Over 400 OSM members contributed
to this study, by survey, and Budhathoki and Haythornthwaite classify OSM contributors into
\serious" and \casual" mappers. \Serious" mappers are those who have contributed several
thousand nodes of geographic data to the OSM database. They nd that \serious" mappers are
more \directed to the OSM community" than casual mappers. They also found that for \seri-
ous mappers" the motivation to x errors on the map of their local area is a particularly strong
motivating factor. This mix of \serious" and \casual" mappers sees OpenStreetMap grow in a
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non-linear and sometimes unpredictable fashion. Neis et al. [29] outlines the development of the
OpenStreetMap project from 2007 to 2011 in Germany by specically considering the expansion
of the total street network and the route network for car navigation. The authors predict that by
2013 OpenStreetMap for Germany should provide a route network for cars which is comparable
to that provided by commercial companies such as TomTom. Corcoran and Mooney [7] attempt
to characterise the metric and topological evolution of OpenStreetMap network representations
by applying a graph theoretic approach. They use the historical databases for three city locations
in Ireland. They found no uniform editing behaviour exhibited across the three regions. They
conclude that despite the apparent lack of coordination of mapping eort their results for street
density and coverage suggests that contributors initially map roads/streets predominantly of a
greater length or prominence before subsequently mapping streets predominantly of a shorter
length. In their related work Corcoran et al. [8] speculates that the manner in which networks
in general grow could explain why contribution patterns in OSM are dicult to model. Many
dierent networks (for example road, rail, etc) exhibit small-world and/or scale-free properties
and contributors in OSM may tend to grow their OSM network representations in this fashion.
2.2 The inuence of high frequency contributors
This type of growth and evolution of OpenStreetMap mentioned above relies on the interaction
and collaboration of the contributors to the project. One of the exciting aspects of crowd-
sourcing is the possibility of hundreds and thousands of users generating and managing data or
information to solve some problem or further the goals of a project [10]. However, many authors
have chosen to concentrate on a smaller percentage of this crowd. Usually this subset of the
crowd is compromised of the users or contributors who generate the most data or information,
are involved in a certain crowdsourcing project for the longest time, or who display certain at-
tributes which make them \stand out from the crowd". In OpenStreeMap anonymous changes
to the database are no longer supported and any Internet user who registers for the project
can add information to the map and change existing data. While this open approach to collab-
orative data collection creates questions about the quality of the spatial data [30] it provides
researchers with an opportunity to analyse these users more closely. Neis and Zipf [30] perform
analysis of the number of node contributions of all OSM members. The results gathered, in 2012
(when membership was approximately 700; 000), showed that there are approximately 5% of all
the registered members, referred to as \Senior Mappers", who have contributed 1000 nodes or
more. About 14% of the total number of members, created at least 10 and fewer than 1,000
Nodes, and these members may be referred to as \Junior Mappers". Crucially, 19% of members
created less than 10 Nodes, which makes them the least active, but also the largest member
group. Members falling into this class are referred to as \Nonrecurring Mappers". The largest
group without any action in the OSM project is represented by 62%. These members have
simply signed up to OSM but never performed editing of any kind. Rehrl et al. [33] proposes
a conceptual model as a foundation for a uniform and standardized process for analysing user
contributions in OpenStreetMap which could be extended to other types of VGI. They detailed
a proposed action set for describing VGI contribution tasks which carefully lists the dierent
types: create, edit, update, and delete actions that can be performed.
In other collaborative projects and social media there are similar patterns found. Achananu-
parp et al. [1] propose a novel framework to model information propagation behaviour of Twitter
users. Specically they introduce two propagation behaviours, namely originating and promot-
ing behaviours and focus their analysis and model development on the \top 1000 Twitter users
in Singapore". Liu and Ram [23] remark that crowdsourced projects such as Wikipedia make it
easy to edit content but this does not mean that all contributors edit the same way, or with the
same intensity. In a single Wikipedia edit, a contributor can insert a number of sentences or just
change a single word. Collaboration on Wikipedia is not represented by a group of contributors
making homogeneous contributions. Just as Neis and Zipf [30] found for OSM, in their statistical
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Feature Berlin London Minn Munich Paris Prague Sydney
No. POI 43521 49404 20397 22434 15033 6475 6548
No. Ways 362925 362720 168252 189146 317928 159431 85268
No. Relations 7466 11375 928 3780 13823 2039 2195
POI 1v(%) 38 60 79 20 59 58 43
POI  5v(%) 92 98 100 82 97 98 99
Ways 1v(%) 57 56 74 56 55 74 45
Ways  5v(%) 90 95 97 90 97 96 89
Rels 1v(%) 48 20 58 46 86 59 44
Rels  5v(%) 83 93 91 80 97 85 86
Table 1: Characteristics of the OSM databases for the 7 cities chosen for this study
analysis of Wikipedia Liu and Ram [23] found that contributors to Wikipedia could be clustered
into six classes: All round contributors, watchdogs, starters, content justiers, copy-editors, and
cleaners. On 1; 600 featured articles 82:74% of contributors had less than 4 actions for a given
article. Liu and Ram [23] call these \casual contributors" and do not include contributors with
these characteristics in any futher analysis. Liu and Ram [23] concluded that articles developed
using patterns where all-round editors played a dominant role are often of high quality, while
patterns where starters and casual contributors dominate are often associated with low quality.
Singh [36] reports on a study of the impact of community-level networksrelationships that exist
among developers in an Open Source Software (OSS) community and then on the productiv-
ity of member developers. Singh nds that the OSS community networks are characterized by
small-world properties that positively inuence the productivity of the member developers by
providing them with speedy and reliable access to more quantity and variety of information and
knowledge resources and connectivity with other inuential member developers. As in the case
of the other studies of OSM and Wikipedia, Singh nds that the number of these inuential
member developers is rather small.
This is true for OSM also. Mooney and Corcoran [26] investigate heavily edited objects in
OSM and nd that 87% of contributions/edits to these objects are performed by 11% of the total
4128 contributors in their case-study. In 79% of these edits additional spatial data (nodes) are
added to objects with the remainder of edits related to changing or updating tagging information.
Lin [22] derived empirical data from interviewing a small number of OSM contributors. She
draws the conclusion from these interviews that OSM \itself acts as a boundary object that
enables actors from dierent social worlds to co-produce the OSM Map through interacting with
each other and negotiating the meanings of mapping, the mapping data and the Map itself".
In an application of VGI Comber et al. [6] evaluated the quality of land cover information
provided by volunteers through the incorporation of a set of control locations where the land
cover was known. The dataset contained 42; 474 records after ltering down to a smaller set of
47 volunteers who contributed more than 20 validation points and for whom robust reliabilities
could be calculated. In the next section we shall outline the experimental setup for our analysis
and some characteristics of the seven case-study cities in OpenStreetMap we have used.
3 Experimental Setup and Case-study area characteristics
In the OpenStreetMap database there are three primitive data types/objects: nodes (points),
ways (polygons and polylines), and relations (logical groupings of nodes and ways). All of these
objects can be annotated with tags which are key-value pairs where both the key and value are
free format text elds, although in practice there are agreed conventions regarding how tags are
used for most common purposes. The datasets for the 7 cities contain all of their edit histories
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from as far back as 2005 until April 2012. This was the last stable history release from OSM
until late 2012. There have been changes made by redaction bots associated with the OSM
License change in late 2012. This may cause some slight changes in the results associated with
areas such as Sydney. However we feel that our time period of 2005 to April 2012 is adequate for
the purposes of this study. The seven cities were extracted from the OSM history le which is
available for download from http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Planet.osm/full. These
seven cities were chosen to ensure a good overview of the types of scenarios encountered in OSM
including: cities which have had bulk import of free geodata (Paris and Minneapolis), cities which
have had little or no bulk import (London, Berlin), and then nally cities which have very active
OSM communities and have a mix of bulk import and manually collected spatial data (Prague,
Munich, and Sydney). Data for each city was extracted using the administrative boundary
relation/polygon for each city in OpenStreetMap. For consistency ways which overlapped these
boundaries were cut to the boundary. The next section discusses the growth of the OSM database
in each of these cities.
3.1 OSM database growth in the case-study cities
In this subsection we provide an overview of the growth of the OSM database for each of our case-
study cities. This provides us with an opportunity to understand the key stages in the evolution
of OSM in these cities and also the patterns of contribution from the OSM contributors over the
past few years. Table 1 provides a tabulated summary of the characteristics of the geographic
data stored in the OSM database for the seven cities. This includes a total count of all edit
versions of all features or objects for each city. Rather than provide a count of all nodes in the
OSM databases we have highlighted the number of Points of Interest (POI) for each city. There
were some issues before 2011 in how node versions (within objects) were increased by certain
OSM editor software [30]. To avoid any inaccuracies with node versions in our study we consider
POI as an OSM node with a \name" attribute and is usually a single node object [27]. There are
also POI in OSM which do not have a \name" attribute such as trac signals, speed controls,
etc. However for the purposes of our study we concentrate on POI with \name" tag attributes.
POI are one of the easiest and most popular objects for mapping in OSM particularly amongst
new and less experienced mappers. Usually after starting to map POI new contributors to the
OSM project will move onto mapping ways. Minneapolis has the lowest number of relations of
the seven cities. Relations are considered a complex relationship in OSM. They logically group
collections of ways and nodes (including POI) together. A relation may represent a train station
or an airport, for example. We can see that for all of our cities there are a small number of
`high edit' relations which have more than 5 versions of editing. In London, Prague, and Sydney
there are 17, 15, and 14 percent of relations with more than 5 versions of editing. Mooney and
Corcoran [26] studied objects (which they called \heavily edited objects") which are subject
to a high number of revisions or versions but these usually only account for around 12% of all
objects in a given city or region. Prague and Sydney both clearly show the presence of \heavily
edited objects" in particular related to relations where almost 15% of these objects have greater
than 5 versions.
It is also interesting to take a longitudinal view of how these cities developed in Open-
StreetMap over the entire span of their edit histories. Figure 1 shows a timeseries plot of the
total number of POI, Ways, and Relations created in Minneapolis and the number of subsequent
edits to POI, Ways, and Relations in Minneapolis. An import of the 2005 TIGER/Line data
was completed in 2007 which is represented by the very high `create' spikes. There have been
several subsequent eorts in recent years to perform a `Tiger Fixup' to repair a wide range of
data quality problems caused by the 2007 import. There is a similiar scenario for Paris in Fig-
ure 2 where there are very dramatic `create' and `edit' spikes in 2010. There was a bulk import
of geographic data into the French OSM database during this time. The subsequent spike in
`edit' behaviour occurring in 2011 was the result of an eort by the French OSM community
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Figure 1: This plot shows the timeseries of the monthly totals for all OpenStreetMap objects
created and edited in Minneapolis. An import of the 2005 TIGER/Line data was completed in
2007 which is represented by the very high `create' spikes. There have been several subsequent
eorts in recent years to perform a `Tiger Fixup' to repair a wide range of data quality problems
caused by the 2007 import.
to x some of the data quality issues caused by the bulk import of 2010. The same timeseries
is shown for London in Figure 3. For the most part the London OSM database has not been
subject to very large scale bulk import of freely available geographic data as has been the case
in Figure 2 for Paris or Figure 1 for Minneapolis. However, there are still several severe spikes
in `edit' behaviour and one signicant spike in `create' behaviour. These can all be traced back
to signicant events in OSM in London such as well coordinated mapping parties. Similar time-
series are seen for the other cities in this case-study. The key message from these timeseries is
that mapping behaviour in these cities is not a process which is easily quantied. Events such
as bulk import of geographic data or mapping parties can have a signicant eect on the OSM
database causing a sudden large number of edits or creation of new geographic objects.
3.2 Contributor Characteristics in the case-study cities
In the previous section we commented on the characteristics of the geographic data objects
in the OSM databases for the seven case-study cities. In this section we shall summarise the
characteristics of the contributors to the OSM databases in the case-study cities in order to
begin understanding the structure of the contributor community. Table 2 summarises the con-
tribution frequencies of all contributors in all seven cities. As outlined in the literature review
in section 2 several authors [5, 23, 26, 30] have shown that a very large percentage of work in
crowdsourced projects such as VGI is performed by a small percentage (around 10%) of partic-
ipants. In our summary here we will specically highlight the work of the top 10% contributors
to OpenStreetMap as ranked on their total number of contributions. These top 10% contrib-
utors are those within the boundaries of the selected cities and are not necessarily amongst
the top 10% contributors globally in OpenStreetMap. Where applicable we removed the edits
performed by automated bot agents operating on the OpenStreetMap data in each city. In all
cases these bots are easily detected and removed from our analysis. In the case of the top 1
contributor to Paris and Minneapolis these contributors were responsible for a bulk import of
data to OpenStreetMap.
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Figure 2: This plot shows the timeseries of the monthly totals for all OpenStreetMap objects
created and edited in Paris. The major spikes in creation and editing of objects in 2010 and
editing in 2011 can be directly linked to bulk import of national scale geographic data (land
parcels, housing, etc.). Signicant editing took place in 2011 to try to improve some of the data
quality issues inherent in the bulk import in 2010.
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Figure 3: This plot shows a timeseries of the monthly totals for all OpenStreetMap objects
created and edited in London. The spikes visible at 2007, 2009, 2011, 2012 can be directly
attributed to increased participant in OpenStreetMap events such as mapping parties. There is
little or no bulk import for London in OpenStreetMap
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Feature Berlin London Minn Munich Paris Prague Sydney
City Population 3; 501; 872 8; 278; 251 385; 378 1; 378; 176 2; 211; 297 1; 257; 158 4; 575; 532
Area (km2) 885 1; 510 207 307 560 495 460
Contributors 5849 3928 589 3235 2403 1414 800
Senior [30] 409(7%) 236(6%) 77(13%) 292(9%) 120(5%) 113(8%) 56(7%)
Junior [30] 2749(47%) 1885(48%) 295(50%) 1423(44%) 1009(42%) 537(38%) 376(47%)
Non-recur [30] 2691(46%) 1807(46%) 218(37%) 1519(47%) 1274(53%) 764(54%) 368(46%)
Total Creates 413; 912 423; 499 189; 577 215; 360 346; 784 167; 945 94; 011
Total Edits 667; 582 467; 810 103; 740 365; 485 317; 917 121; 690 160; 010
Top 10% Create 96% 97% 97% 95% 98% 98% 96%
Top 10% Edit 94% 94% 91% 93% 96% 94% 96%
Top 5% Create 91% 94% 94% 88% 97% 96% 92%
Top 5% Edit 88% 89% 82% 86% 93% 90% 92%
Top 1% Create 68% 75% 74% 55% 89% 86% 67%
Top 1% Edit 67% 64% 34% 58% 79% 70% 68%
TOP 1: Create 13% 7% 31% 8% 22% 34% 29%
TOP 1: Edit 7% 4% 0% 9% 12% 28% 20%
Table 2: This table summarises the contribution activity of all contributions to OpenStreetMap
in seven major cities. Population data is taken from the United Nations [38] World Demographic
Yearbook. The area (km2) of the region considered is calculated directly from the relations and
polygons used from OpenStreetMap to determine the administrative boundaries of the selected
cities
In the analysis by Neis and Zipf [30] the authors analyse the registrations to OSM and
then check how many edits each registered contributor performed. In our analysis we are only
concerned with registered users who have performed at least one edit to OSM. Berlin and London
have the largest number of contributors with 5849 and 3928 respectively. The table summarises
the editing and creation frequencies for the Top 10%, Top 5% and Top 1 of contributors for all of
the cities. Neis and Zipf [30] classify OSM contributors as \Senior Mappers", \Junior Mappers",
\Non-recurring Mappers". Table 2 shows the distribution of these categories of contributors.
The `non-recurring' mappers/contributors identied by Neis and Zipf [30] are those who make
a very small number of contributions and then eectively disappear from the project. These
`non-recurring' mappers/contributors make up a very signicant percentage of all contributors
in the seven cities studied. With the exception of Minnesota all cities have over 46% of non
recurring mappers. The top 10% in all cities create 95% or more of all OSM objects and edit
at least 91% of these objects. The main conclusion which can be drawn from the information
in Table 2 is that those contributors in the top 10% of all contributors to OSM in these cities
have carried out a very substantial body of voluntary work. We also nd that the Neis and
Zipf [30] classication is very consistent across all cities with the possible exception again of
Minneapolis. In the next section we attempt to further classify the work performed by these
top 10% by investigating their object creation and editing operations more closely.
3.3 Mapping behaviour of the top 10% of contributors
As we discussed in the previous section the top 10% of contributors perform over 90% of all
object creation and object editing in OpenStreetMap in our case-study cities. In this section we
will investigate the mapping behaviour of these subset of contributors more closely to investigate
if we can understand what the most commonly occuring mapping task being carried out in each
city is. Are these contributors now in a \map maintenance" phase of OSM in a given city? Is
8
City Creators Geometry Tags & Geometry Tags Unclassied Total
London (392) 36 85 140 109 22 392
Berlin (584) 38 159 60 300 27 584
Minneapolis (58) 4 10 4 38 2 58
Munich (323) 19 99 72 117 16 323
Paris (240) 17 83 21 115 4 240
Prague (141) 16 54 25 38 8 141
Sydney (80) 9 17 17 34 3 80
Table 3: This table summarises the individual mapping behaviour of Top 10% ('Senior Mappers')
for each city by clustering their create and edit actions into 5 classes. The number of actual
contributors selected is provided in the rst column
there continued editing work on the geometry of objects by these contributors? As mentioned
above, Liu and Ram [23], Yasseri et al. [40] and others have used a similar approach to study
high frequency contributors in other collaborative projects such as Wikipedia. We performed
k means data clustering on the contribution history of each of the top 10% contributors in
all cities in an attempt to ascertain if contributors can be classied based on the types of
edit interactions they perform. Using a multivariate approach we selected k = 4 clusters and
four variables for each contributor's history: c1 the percentage of objects they created but did
not edit any further (table column: `creators'), c2 the percentage of geometry only updates or
edits (table column: `Geometry'), c3 percentage of tag only updates or edits on objects (table
column: `Tags'), and c4 percentage of geometry and tagging updates committed during the same
contribution edit or version (table column: `Tags & Geometry'). These four variables were then
used to form a contribution vector (c1; c2; c3; c4) which is provided as input to the clustering
algorithm. Cluster centroids for k means were chosen manually after a visual analysis of the
input contribution vectors. The centroids for variable i assigned 80% to ci and 10% to cj where
i 6= j.
These classications are a more higher level than the more extensive set proposed by Rehrl
et al. [33]. In their work a geometry operation could correspond to several dierent actions:
create, split, merge, move, etc. Applying nearest neighbour cluster centroid selection and naive
Bayes classication to our data we calculated that contributors formed clusters (which were then
veried manually). The results are outlined in table 3. For each city we place an aestericks beside
the mapping behaviour which forms the largest cluster. In London the largest cluster represents
\geometry and tagging" actions indicating that 140 of the top 10% of contributors in London
performed edits on objects which edited both the object geometry and the associated tags. For
Munich and Prague there are slightly more \geometry only" contributors whilst all of the other
cities have predominantly tagging (\Tags") as their predominant mapping behaviour. Editing or
adding tags to objects in OSM is technically one of the simplest operations which contributors
can perform as there is very good support in all of the software and web-based editors for this edit
action. No special technical skills are required to perform tagging. However it must be stated
that it is crucially important the tag editing is performed in alignment with the community
agreed ontology in OSM [2, 3] despite it's technical simplicity. In-depth local knowledge is also
crucial for tagging. Importantly this table shows us that the top 10% of contributors in all cities
are not predominantly creating geographic objects (the \creator" column) but rather are deeply
involved in editing geometries of existing objects and editing tag attributes of those objects or
what Liu and Ram [23] refers to in Wikipedia as \all-rounders".
In this section we have given an indepth overview of the characteristics of the geographic
objects in the OSM databases for our seven case-study cities (section 3.1. We also discussed
the characteristics of the contributors to OSM in these cities (section 3.2) and the types of
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contribution behaviour which are most commonly encountered (section 3.3). In the next section
we will introduce the development of a social network model for contribution behaviour to OSM
and then apply it to the seven cities in our case study.
4 Co-edit Network Development
In this section we will use the edit history in OSM to build a co-edit network model of the con-
tribution/editing behaviour of the top 10% of contributors in our case-study cities. To develop
a co-edit network model we must quantify both the actors/nodes (contributors) in the network
and then the interactions (edges) between these actors. It is often straightforward to dene
the network's nodes whereas dening the edges can be more challenging and requires additional
computation or data mining [34]. In OSM there are thriving consultation and collaborative
discussions on Wikis and mailing lists [4, 5] and at \mapping parties" [11] but these are not
very easily quantiable. In OSM there are no explicit mechanisms for contributors/registered
members to `follow' or `like' each other as in the case of social networking applications such as
Twitter or Facebook. There is a concept of `friendship' amongst contributors which is outlined
on personal information wiki pages which members can setup on the OSM Wiki site. However,
this information is also dicult to harvest programmatically. In addition to this, after a visual
inspection, we concluded that there are only a very small number of registered members using
this feature anyway. Consequently, we have developed our own concept called \co-edits" as a
means of generating our own synthetic model of collaboration amongst contributors. Extract-
ing social interaction, from datasets where social interaction or attribute information is not
explicitly stored, has been attempted in many other areas. In machine vision Cristani et al. [9]
attempted to detect social interaction from photographic images. In web forums Gomez et al.
[15] analyzed the structure and evolution of discussion cascades on discussion websites such as
Slashdot as a means of extracting social interaction. Building a social network data structure
involves the analysis of the attribute information of the actors involved, logs of interaction be-
tween actors, explicit links between actors, or collaboration outputs (such as articles or software
libraries) Massa [25] warns that the collection procedure for data about a social network, and
the collection assumptions, highly inuence the collected network and hence the ndings that
can be inferred from it. We will now proceed to explain the concept of \co-edits" in the next
section.
4.1 Co-editing explained
To develop a social interaction model for OpenStreetMap which can be generated quantitatively
and automatically from the edit history it is necessary to dene how the contributors in the
OpenStreetMap network are related. This in turn allows us to build the network data structures
necessary for our analysis. Actors in social networks tend to select partners that are socially
or cognitively similar [37]. Wong et al. [39] shows that the degree of an actor is the number
of social ties he/she has and concludes that in many social networks, a majority of actors have
relatively small degrees, while a small number of actors may have very large degrees. Luthi
et al. [24] show that some social networks do not specically choose neighbours using locality.
By actually giving up a strictly local geographical structure, cooperation often still emerges,
provided that the co-edit patterns remain stable in time, which is a rst step toward a social
network structure. Co-edits occur when two contributors edit the same object in OSM. As we
do not have biographical details about the contributors, we do not know if these contributors
are from the locality where the object in question is located.
The concept of co-edits (CE) are shown in Figure 4. Suppose Bob creates a polygon in OSM
at version 1. Mary then edits this polygon thereby creating version 2. There is a CE created
between Mary and Bob such that S(Mary;Bob;Obj) = 1. Mary then edits the polygon by
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Figure 4: This gure illustrates the concept of Co-Edits (CE) on a single polygon where three
contributors are involved in editing
attaching a name tag to the polygon. For consistency the CE here is S(Mary;Mary;Obj) = 0.
In the nal, and most current version, of the object John then edits the value assigned to the
name tag. Then S(John;Mary;Obj) = 1. Table 4 provides an illustrative example of an actual
series of CE from an object representing a tramline in Berlin, Germany. The object is created by
contributor 13203 (ranked 6th overall contributor to Berlin OSM) on 2007  09  28. The rst
CE happens when user 5453 edits the geometry of the object giving S(5453; 13203; Obj) = 1.
The original creator 13203 makes some subsequent edits. As time passes other CE are generated
with the three highest ranked contributors all making contributions to the development of this
object in the Berlin OSM database. When contributors are editing OSM data they can very
easily access the OSM `user-id' and OSM `user-name' which created or edited the current version
of the object(s) they themselves are preparing to edit. Contributors may know the OSM `user-id'
and OSM `user-name' of their friend who is also an OSM contributor or they may know the
OSM `user-id' and OSM `user-name' of very well known OSM contributors (`FrederickRamm',
`SteveChilton', `SteveC',etc). Indeed it is possible that a contributor has no knowledge of the
other contributor(s) to the object they themsevles are preparing to edit.
4.2 Dening the co-edit network graph model
Now that we have dened the concept of co-edits (CE) we can dene co-edit network model.
We model the contributors to OSM in each of the case-study cities and their CEs as a graph.
This directed graph G is dened as G = (C;E). There is a set of nodes C where jCj is the
number of contributors in a given OSM history database for a given city/region. The set of
geographical objects in this database is denoted by Ob. Each contributor ci is a member of
C: that is ci 2 C 8 1  i  jCj. If S(ci; cj ; O) = 1 for some object O 2 Ob in the OSM
database, with i 6= j then these two contributors are said to have \co-edited" O. The time t
which ci and cj edited O are given by t(ci; O) and t(cj ; O) with t(cj ; O) > t(ci; O). The set of
edges E is dened where S(ci; cj ; O) = 1 for all c 2 C and all objects. The edge eci;cj 2 E can
be assigned a weight which relates the CE between the nodes ci and cj . The weight on any
eci;cj 2 E is dened as
P
S(ci; cj ; o) 8 o 2 Ob. We can also dene an undirected graph of G
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Version User ID Date Edit Type
1 13203 (6th) 2007  09  28 1st Version
2 5453 (12th) 2007  10  15 Geometry
3 13203 2007  10  22 Geometry
19 13203 2007  11  05 Geometry and Tags
20 16267 (43rd) 2007  12  04 Geometry
25 10549 (1st) 2008  01  02 Geometry
26 13203 2008  01  28 Geometry
27 16267 2008  10  30 Geometry
28 13203 2008  12  09 Geometry and Tags
30 43566 (3rd) 2009  01  28 Geometry
31 13203 2009  02  16 Geometry
33 43566 2009  03  14 Geometry
34 6669 (2nd) 2009  08  09 Geometry
35 69922 (54th) 2009  09  26 Geometry
36 115651 (5th) 2009  10  06 Geometry
40 115651 2010  03  18 Geometry
48 13203 2011  01  08 Geometry and Tags
50 167417 (60th) 2011  12  13 Geometry and Tags
Table 4: This table shows a subset of edits to an OSM object representing a tram line in Berlin,
Germany. Some edits have been removed for purposes of illustration. The overall ranking of
each user from their total contribution to the OSM database in Berlin is provided. The edit
type column indicates what changes/updates that user made to the object at a given time and
version
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as G = (C;E) where eci;cj 2 E is dened as
P
S(ci; cj ; O) + S(cj ; ci; O). The undirected case
enumerates any co-editing between ci and cj regardless of which contributor edited each other's
work. For analysis purposes we can extract various sub-graphs of G by imposing constraints
on the denition of S(cj ; ci; O) or the attributes of each ci 2 C 8 1  i  jCj. For example we
could impose a constraint that the subgraph only contain S(cj ; ci; O) where the period of time
between t(cj ; O) > t(ci; O) is one week or one month.
5 Calculating Social Network Measures for our graph model
Now that we have dened the co-edit network graph model we shall apply some social network
measures to understand the properties of this graph. Two important social network character-
istics are Eigenvalue Centrality (EC) and Betweenness Centrality (BC). These network char-
acteristics are not new but have gained a renewned prominence in recent years with the rise
of Internet-based social networking and social media. One of the major concerns of network
analysis is the denition of the concept of centrality. This concept measures the importance of a
node's position in a network. In social, biological, communication, and transportation networks,
among others, it is important to know the relative structural prominence of nodes to identify
the key elements in the network [12, 14]. For our study we shall concentrate on Eigenvector
Centrality and Betweeness Centrality.
5.1 Eigenvector and Betweeness Centrality
Eigenvector Centrality (EC) is one of the most powerful techniques in the social network analysis
toolkit. EC takes into account not just the number of links that each actor has (as in degree
centrality), but also the number of links of the connected actors, and their links too, and so on
throughout the network. So if A is the very high frequency contributor to OSM, with lots of
co-edits with many other contributors, then a person B connected directly to A (but only to
A) still has a lot of importance, even though B may only have one connection. To prevent this
we have set the value of  = 10. Another contributor Z might be connected to three people,
but if those individuals are not of high importance themselves, then Zs importance is similarly
low. If we rank people by EC we can see who the key contributors are in the co-edit network
for OpenStreetMap. At the top of the list these contributors may be obvious candidates but
this could help us to identify those other contributors who have high eigenvector centrality even
though they are not necessarily highly ranked in OSM in their city by their total contribution
rates. Their appearance high in the ranking of contributors by EC suggests that we may need
to investigate further to determine the reason for their high EC value. A node's eigenvector
centrality is proportional to the sum of the eigenvector centralities of all nodes directly connected
to it. In our OSM co-edit network the nodes representing contributors to OSM with high EC
values are those nodes most likely to be involved in the most co-editing behaviour: that is either
editing other contributors work or having their own work edited by other contributors. EC
values are normalized and lie between 0 and 1.
Betweenness Centrality (BC) is a measure of the centrality of a node in a network, and is
normally calculated as the number of shortest paths between node pairs that pass through the
node of interest. Betweenness is, in some sense, a measure of the inuence a node has over the
spread of information through the network. Nodes with a high betweenness centrality score lie
in the shortest path of information or work ow between a number of other nodes [36]. In our
OSM context this means that such a node represents a contributor which can potentially exert
control over the co-editing of information in the OSM database by other contributors or who
has edited the work of many other contributors. BC values are normalized and lie between 0
and 1
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Feature Berlin London Minn Munich Paris Prague Sydney
N (Top 10%) 584 342 58 323 240 141 80
jCj 2; 143 1; 988 302 1; 816 1; 938 1; 043 433
jEj 38; 765 28; 787 8900 23; 458 16; 333 9; 870 1; 302
 >= 10 16% 15% 21% 15% 16% 12% 16%
Density 0:008 0:007 0:009 0:007 0:004 0:009 0:006
Mean BC 0:021 0:018 0:009 0:021 0:009 0:017 0:017
Mean EC 0:012 0:008 0:006 0:017 0:006 0:012 0:012
Table 5: Eigenvalue Centrality and Betweeness Centrality statistics from the co-edit network
model involving the top 10% of contributors in each city
5.2 Analysis of Eigenvector and Betweenness centrality of the OSM co-edit
network
In this section we shall discuss the results of the analysis of the measurement of Eigenvector
Centrality (EC) and Betweeness Centrality (BC) for the OSM co-edit networks. Table 5 shows
the CEs involving the top 10% of contributors in all cities. This is a subgraph of G = (C;E)
where we begin to build a directed CE graph G which includes ci 2 C where ci is one of the
top 10% ranked contributors in a given city. For G = (C; E) the members of C is made
up of ci 2 C where ci are in the top 10% ranked contributors. For some CE S(ci ; cj ; O) or
S(cj ; ci ; O) the node ci may not be in the top 10% ranked contributors. So C = ci + cj8i; j.
As before we can constrain the construction of edges connecting ci and cj . For Table 5 we
imposed the constraint that there is a threshold  to control this construction.  is the number
of CE existing between two contributors ci and cj . After an analysis of the distribution of CE
between all contributors for all cities we found that   10 was a very suitable value. This
threshold is also reasonably consistent over all cities as outlined in Table 5.   10 is then
bounded from below by  CE to a single object O or  CE to  distinct objects in Ob. Using 
then the CE are expressed as
P
S(ci ; cj ; O)   or
P
S(cj ; ci ; O)   for the directed version
of G or PS(ci ; cj ; O) + S(cj ; ci ; O)   8O 2 Ob for the undirected version. Setting   10
also prevented the social network graphs becoming unwieldy and dicult to analyse. Table 5
presents results when considering G = (C; E) as a directed graph. The construction of
G = (C; E) using PS(ci ; cj ; O)   or PS(cj ; ci ; O)   means that jC  j will almost
certainly be larger than the number of contributors in the top 10% for a given city. In the case
of Berlin, in table 5, there are 584 contributors in the top 10% but the CE graph G = (C; E)
has jC  j = 2143. This is due to contributors in the top 10% editing, or being edited by,
contributors ranked outside the top 10%. A visualisation of this social network is provided in
Figure 5. For all graphs the density is calculated. Graph density is expressed in the range 0
to 1 for a maximum connected graph. The value of   10 indicates the percentage of all CE
which have been considered for this G = (C; E). As stated above we investigated setting 
at dierent values. Over 50% of all CE have   2. The problem with this model is that the
graph is too large. Despite the imposition of a constraint on  there is in all cases at least three
times as many nodes in C than in the top 10%. This makes it very dicult to interpret the
signicance of the BC and EC measurements for this graph.
To develop a more informative social network graph model we decided to constraint the
selection of contributors in C more strictly. In Table 6 and Table 7 we provide results of
extracting EC and BC measures from the co-edits involving only the top 10% of contributors
in all cities. As above we constructed G = (C; E) as an undirected graph where each
edge e 2 E joining ci and cj has a weight of
P
S(ci ; cj ; O) + S(cj ; ci ; O)   8O 2 Ob.
The contributors ci and cj must both be ranked within the top 10% of contributors in the
corresponding city. The tables contain the following information. The row \Top 10%" represents
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Figure 5: In this gure the co-edit network for Berlin from Table 5 is shown. The visualisation
enhances the co-edit linkages between nodes (contributors). It is evident from the visualisation
(white bursts) that there are several key contributors in this network who are co-editing with
other contributors.
the Top 10% ranked contributors in the corresponding city. The row \Nodes" represents jC  j
in G = (C; E) while the row \Edges" represents jE  j in G = (C; E). The row \Isolated"
represents the dierence in the number of nodes in the Top 10% and C. The rows \EC > 0:2"
and \EC > 0:1" represent the number of contributors in C with EC greater than 0:2 and 0:1
respectively. The rows \Mean EC", \STD EC", and \Max EC" represent the mean, standard
deviation, and maximum EC value of all ck 2 C. The rows for BC are dened in a similar
fashion. The rows \EC rank" and \BC rank" are provided to give an idea of the ck 2 C who
have the highest EC and BC values respectively. The data in these rows show the overall rank
of ck in the Top 10% of contributors and their corresponding EC or BC value.
In Table 6 there are some interesting features from our computation of various social network
model characteristics of CE between the top 10% ranked contributors when editing ways only.
There is a small but not insignicant group of contributors with EC > 0:1 which indicate
that these contributors are co-editing with other contributors with high EC. The number of
isolated nodes is high for Berlin, Munich, and Paris. It is dicult to understand the editing
behaviour of these contributors as they have neither edited or being edited by other top 10%
ranked contributors. We speculate that these contributors might be involved in mapping ways
of very specic or niche geographic objects such as patches of shubbery, owers in a park, etc.
Alternatively these contributors have made contributions but have long since left the OSM
project. The number of contributors with high BC values are very small indeed. We feel
that this might be a facet of the construction of our co-edit network model. BC is based on
shortest paths between nodes and this may not be a suitable measure to calcuate for this co-edit
network. The interesting aspect of both ECRank and BCRank is that these are not necessarily
dominated by the very highest ranked contributors. Lower ranked contributors (such as those
ranked 28th; 42nd; and 44th in Berlin) have amongst the highest EC values for the corresponding
co-edit network. There is a similar scenario for Prague in the BCRank. A visualisation of
the CE network for Prague is shown in Figure 7. This particular network is worthy of further
investigation as two contributors are completely dominant. These users \Bilbo" and \Petr
Dlouhy" are two of the most frequent contributors to OSM in Europe with over 250; 000 and
146; 000 way creations and 644; 663 and 70; 000 way edits respectively (correct to June 2013).
In Figure 6 an example of the CE network from Table 6 for Berlin is shown where larger nodes
represent those contributors with the highest EC measurements.
In Table 7 there are some interesting features of our social network model of edit interac-
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Figure 6: In this gure the co-edit network for Berlin from Table 6 is shown. The visualisation
enhances the edit interaction linkages between nodes (contributors). The larger nodes have the
largest EC values with the node label representing the overall rank of that contributor.
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Figure 7: In this gure the co-edit network for Prague from Table 6 is shown. The visualisation
enhances the CE linkages between nodes (contributors). The larger nodes have the largest BC
values with the node label representing the overall rank of that contributor. Node 1 (BC = 0.6)
and 2 (BC = 0.283) are completely dominant using this measure.
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Figure 8: In this gure the co-edit network for Berlin from Table 7 is shown. The visualisation
enhances the CE interaction linkages between nodes (contributors). The larger nodes have the
largest EC values with the node label representing the overall rank of that contributor.
tions between the top 10% ranked contributors when editing relations only. As we mentioned
previously relations are a logical collection of ways and nodes in OSM. They are more complex
to represent in OSM either in the database itself and by creating/editing them using the various
OSM editor software [20]. As in Table 6 there is a small but not insignicant group of contrib-
utors with EC > 0:1. This time the number of isolated nodes is much higher. This indicates
that there is little co-editing of relations between these top 10% ranked contributors. When we
look a the EC and BC rankings for co-editing of relation objects we nd that there is an even
greater spread of ranked contributors involved. Both Berlin and London have contributors who
are ranked outside the top 200 contributors having high BC and EC values. We feel that this
may potentially be a result of certain contributors concentrating on a specic area of OSM or
applying their own expertise to a small set of geographic objects such as railway stations or
airports as represented by relations. Figure 8 an example of the CE network for OSM relations
from Table 7 for Paris is shown where larger nodes represent those contributors with the highest
EC measurements. In this smaller network the nodes all have slightly greater EC but dominant
contributors are still evident.
6 Discussion and Conclusions
To our current knowledge this is the rst report which has discussed results of the application of
a graph theory approach to the analysis of interaction and collaboration amongst contributors
to the OpenStreetMap project. This paper has attempted to explore the interaction between
contributors to the OpenStreetMap project. Our work focussed on those contributors in our
case study cities who have contributed very frequently to OSM in that city. The characteristics
of these contributors are outlined in Table 2. The characteristics of the OSM databases for the
selected cities are summarised in Table 1. The results in this paper shall provide a solid platform
for further studies into the study of the motivations contributors to OpenStreetMap, the social
aspects of their contributions, and their editing behaviour.
This analysis of the co-editing amongst high frequency contributors to OSM has provided a
number of important results:
 Contributions to OSM are not linear or predictable: This is discussed in Section 3.1. There
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are bursts of object creation and object editing after events such as mapping parties or
after the import of freely available geodata.
 The top 10% contributors (ranked by their quantity of contributions) perform over 90% of
all object creations and edits. As discussed in section 3.2 this has been shown in other
work. However, our work here validates this for seven dierent cities with dierent OSM
communities and OSM histories.
 The top 10% contributors can be clustered into distinct classes of mapping behaviour. While
Rehrl et al. [33] outlines a very extensive set of actions which can be performed by a VGI
contributor our analysis found that these top 10% contributors can be clustered into four
distinct classes. In most cases \tagging" is the most popular action followed by \geometry
only" actions. There is also a distinct set of contributors who only \create" objects in OSM
but carry out little other editing. The aim of this clustering approach was to investigate
what the dominant type of contribution was amongst this top 10%. Tagging (creation and
update) is a very important contribution. While the geometry of objects in OSM may not
change very frequently the values assigned to attributes in tags (such as the name of a
store, open/closed status of a seasonal park, etc) can change quickly. Consequently it is
necessary that contributors ensure tags are temporally and spatially correct.
 We developed the concept of co-editing (CE) as a means of developing a social networking
model of contributors to OSM. As we discussed in section 4, OSM does not have any explicit
\follow" or \friendship" structures between contributors. We developed the concept of co-
editing to represent when two distinct OSM contributors edited the same object. The
OSM contributors X and Y must co-edit such that X edits the contribution of Y or vice-
versa. Table 5 shows the characteristics of the network of co-edits generated from the CE
contribution history for each city.
 We calculated Eigenvalue Centrality and Betweenness Centrality measurements for several
dierent co-edit network congurations. EC and BC are two very powerful techniques for
quantitatively understanding social networks. In Table 6 and Table 7 we show the results
of calculation of EC and BC for co-edit networks involving the top 10% of contributors
based on their edit interactions on ways and relations respectively. We found that in both
cases there are a very small number of contributors who have high EC and BC attributes
based on their co-editing characteristics in the network. EC and BC helps us to identify
these contributors as very important contributors in terms of the overall structure of the
edit interaction network for OSM in the seven case-study cities. We also found that
contributors who are not necessarily the very highest ranked in their respective city can
have very high EC and BC measures. There are a number of possible explanations for
this. These contributors are: editing popular, heavily edited, objects in OSM, they are
interested in and consistently editing in the same geographical areas as other highly ranked
contributors, or their editing work is being corrected or enhanced by other contributors.
Very dominant contributors in some cities such as Prague (Figure 7) are easily identied in
visualisations of EC and BC. However it is necessary to nd out more information about
these contributors in order to understand the reason for their dominant positions in the
networks.
 It is possible to control the level of co-editing using the  parameter. As outlined in
Section 4.1 it is possible to control the size of the co-edit network graph using the 
parameter. We found this eective in allowing us to build graphs which were more suitable
for analysis. In future work we will consider adding temporal conditions to the calculation
of . For example S(ci; cj ; O) = 1 only if t(ci) and t(cj) are within the same month, week,
or day. This will potentially allow us to automatically detect social events in the OSM
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contributor network where a higher than normal number of CE will occur during the time
duration specied in the  constraints.
 There are \isolated" contributors in all test-case cities. In table 6 and table 7 we see that
there is a small, but not insignicant, number of contributors in the top 10% which are
isolated in the co-edit network graph. This means that the objects which they have created
or edited are not co-edited by any other contributor in the top 10%. This result was not
expected. It is beyond the scope of this current study to understand the circumstances for
this isolation. It will be necessary to investigate the types of objects that these contributors
are contributing and their location. Perhaps these objects are very rarely contributed
objects in OSM and subsequently do not generate enough interest for other contributors
to contribute to their editing and growth?
 Co-editing occurs amongst the top contributors in all test-case cities. Our results in ta-
ble 6 and table 7 conrm anecdotal claims of contributor co-editing in OSM. However
the quantitative evidence of this co-editing, using BC and EC, provides us with statistical
conrmation of anecdotal evidence. What is unknown is how or why do these high fre-
quency contributors perform co-edits on each other's contribution? Are they correcting
errors or problems? Are they ensuring that a given object or set of objects are maintained
to ensure geometrical, spatial, and semantic consistency (through tagging)? The results
for BC and EC indicate that these top contributors are not just correcting the errors or
problems generated by new contributors to OSM but rather are co-editing the work of
other very experienced contributors. We tentatively speculate that this behaviour could
form the basis of a self-regulating and self-administrating community like Wikipedia. If
this could be quantied, through a more rigourous social analysis of co-editing, then this
would be a very positive result for the sometimes maligned and misunderstood OSM com-
munity. Sepehri Rad et al. [35] remarks that predicting the positive or negative attitude
of individuals towards each other in a social environment has long been of interest. If
it were the case that top contributors reacted poorly to a co-edit by another contributor
then tag-wars, disputes, etc would become rife and endanger the stability and quality of
the OSM database. Our analysis, for the test-case cities, do not indicate this type of
behaviour. Identication of positive co-editing between contributors in OSM could lead
to better quality OSM data because as Liu and Ram [23] points out for their study on
Wikipedia the identication of co-editing patterns which are preferable or detrimental for
article quality can providing insights for designing tools and mechanisms to improve overall
article quality.
Despite these very insightful results we feel that there are still some more interesting ques-
tions which merit further research work. Why do these \serious mappers" or \senior mappers"
contribute so much eort to a project such as OSM? Dodge and Kitchin [11] remark that this ap-
parent willingness to participate for free in crowdsourcing projects is \undoubtedly based on the
fact that these projects provide genuniely eective platforms to connect socially, communicate
meaningfully, and contribute collectively". As we have found in this paper, and in agreement
with authors such as Dodge and Kitchin [11], that OSM is \crowdsourced by a few and not
the many". In our test-case cities and beyond there are relatively small active groups of con-
tributors who perform much of the mapping work, quality control, community development etc.
Despite the rhetoric of mass involvement there are \small numbers of dedicated individuals in
comparison with the large numbers consuming OSM and other VGI" [11]. The \few" referred to
here could be what Haklay [18] calls a \a small technical elite" who posses signicant technical
knowledge to creating new geographic data collection tools in OSM to allow the production of
free geographic information that is accessible to anyone and for any purpose. It will be neces-
sary to perform further investigation into who these \few" are. Information could be gathered
from web-based surveys, interviews, etc. similar to the work performed by Budhathoki and
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Figure 9: This graphic shows the density of edits by the top contributor to Munich OSM over
the entire history of their edits. The map of Munich from OSM is used as the base-layer. It is
very evident from the density of these contributions that this contribution is focussed on central
Munich (south-east of the image) and very less so the north and west of the city
Haythornthwaite [5]. How active are the most high frequency contributors on a daily, monthly,
or yearly basis? It will be necessary to assess the role that these important contributors are
now playing to understand if their rates of contributions are sustainable into the future [21]?
For other authors working on a similiar analysis we do feel that it will be necessary to obtain
more biographical information about contributors. We feel that there is a limit to the extent
of the insights which can be gained without this type of information and potential qualitative
information related to the reasons by a contributor contributed to OSM in a particular way.
In this paper we have not considered the geographic location of the edits made by contrib-
utors. We shall be investigating, in our future work, if there are specic groups of contributors
who are not only co-editing the same objects but the same objects in the same general regions of
these cities. This will help to identify local cliques which have formed organically rather than in
a pre-planned fashion. Figure 9 shows the density of contributions from the top ranked contrib-
utor to Munich OSM. There is an obvious higher density of contribution work to the south-east
of the city which includes the downtown region. Using Rehrl et al. [33]'s contribution model
for VGI we intend to investigate, at a more detailled, level when those seemingly lower ranked
contributors have high EC and BC values. Is this because their work is being \corrected" or
merely enhanced by other contributors? This could yield some useful insight into quality con-
trol in OSM by \senior mappers". While we concentrated on seven cities our approach is very
exible and is extendible to other cities and regions provided there is sucient OSM history
data. The continent of Africa or central America would provide a very interesting case-study.
This would also provide an opportunity to investigate cities with dierent socio-economic char-
acteristics and populations. Very often OSM and VGI networks are formed in these regions by
aid agencies and local governments to support various humanitarian plans or programmes [41].
Contributors to local OSM and VGI projects do not have to be physically located in these areas
[13]. It would be very interesting to investigate if these networks are more socially integrated
than those outlined in this paper.
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